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Fukuoka grew up in a small town in Japan with his family of rice farmers, but then he

was trained and worked with plants, until after a small personal crisis, he changed his

vision of reality, he awoke to nature and he began to see its true form as something

perfect. From that moment, he devoted himself to agriculture but taking the opposite

way that had been followed in farming until then: instead of trying mechanized

cultivation methods or using new chemicals and tools, he thought "what will happen if I

do not do this? Or if I do not use that?”

In this way, his 4 principles were:

1. No cultivation

2. No chemical fertilizers or prepared compost

3. No weeding by tillage or herbicides

4. No dependence on chemicals

With these methods he obtained crop efficiency similar or superior to those of his

neighbours but without using tractors, without plowing the field and without chemicals.

He knew all these processes would have worn away his soil. The soil of Fukuoka crops

had improved and had better structure, with higher content of organic matter, was more

and more fertile and gave better crops.

How did he get it?

Fukuoka used the plants of his crops to improve the soil and not only as a crop. Instead of

plowing, he began to plant deep rooted plants, such as burdock and dandelion, thus, as

their roots grew, they opened the soil, without the need to do so artificially; To introduce

nutrients into the soil, he added a layer of white clover that fix nitrogen from the air and

put it into the soil. In addition, it imitated a forest, a more diverse ecosystem, planting

taller trees in its crops such as acacias for example, which also fixes nitrogen to a deeper

level of the soil so they improved the soil deep down.
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He called this way of cultivation: "Do nothing farming." When they asked him what he

did for insect control, he answered that he did not do anything because all the insects

have a function, that when they attacked the rice, they were actually "removing" the

weakest rice from their crop so that they actually brought a benefit of pruning of the

worst rice and that simply the cycle of the nature acted.

He said that if we remove the weeds we do not protect the crop from other evils so we

have to continue tearing them or using chemicals. This causes organic matter to be lost,

so we must pay for a soil that would be rich without any effort if we had maintained its

natural cover, getting into an endless loop of dependence on chemicals and machinery

since we do not have that natural cover, we will need to control the Insects and all these

chain activities will take control of ourselves forever and ever because we will have

broken the natural balance.

However, Fukuoka stated that if we allow the natural balance to be held in the crops, the

farmers would have more time during the winter to pay attention to their families or

other tasks, since they would not have so many tasks in the field, just letting nature do

things its own way. In modern agriculture, farmers are very busy being all the time taking

care of problems that they have created by not letting nature take its course.

From this conception of agriculture, Fukuoka goes further and proposes a philosophy of

life and asks this question: "could there be anything better than living simple and taking

it easy?"

He said that the human being has separated from nature while in fact we need and

depend on it so he suggested to return to nature, cultivating the land that every family

needs to eat and using only the materials necessary to build their house, living with

fewer things, solving then a large part of the current environmental and health

problems.

One of his sayings was: "Unless people can become natural people there can be neither

natural farming nor natural food".
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